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Abstract

This paper presents a multicast algorithm for peer-to-peer dissemination of events in a
distributed topic-based publish-subscribe system, where processes publish events of certain
topics, organized in a hierarchy, and expect events of topics they subscribed to. Our algorithm
is “data-aware” in the sense that it exploits information about process subscriptions and topic
inclusion relationships to build dynamic groups of processes and efficiently manage the flow
of information within and between these process groups. This “data-awareness” helps limit
the membership information that each process needs to maintain, preserves processes from
receiving messages related to topics they have not subscribed to and provides the application a
means to control, for each topic in a hierarchy, the trade-off between the message complexity
and the reliability of event dissemination. We convey this trade-off through both analysis and
simulation.

I. I NTRODUCTION

Many distributed applications are best supported by publish/subscribe systems that ensure
the dissemination ofeventsfrom publisher processes tosubscriberones. The matching be-
tween publishers and subscribers is typically achieved through eventtopics. All topic-based
publish/subscribe systems, including the very early ones, e.g., TIBCO [18] and Vitria [17],
or more advanced ones, organize these events in a hierarchical manner. Ideally, we expect
from a topic-based publish/subscribe system that all processes that subscribe to a given topic
receive all events produced on that topic (i.e.,reliability), and no process receives any event
of a topic it is notinterested in1 (i.e., increasingefficiencyby avoiding “parasite messages”).
Furthermore, we would like to minimize the total number of messages sent in the system (i.e.,
message complexity), while reducing the size of the membership knowledge each process needs
to maintain (i.e.,memory complexity).

Gossip-based (or so called epidemic) information dissemination algorithms ([9], [1]) are
appealing candidates to support some of these requirements. They indeed limit the total number
of messages sent in the system and can be tuned to limit the memory complexity of every
process [6], while ensuring good overall reliability. The basic idea is inspired by the way
infectious diseases propagate. Each infected individual (i.e., process) randomly tries to infect
(i.e., send events to) a small subset of the population, and so on until the entire population is
infected (hence achieving highly “reliable” dissemination).

Yet, gossip-based algorithms are inherently best suited forbroadcastingwithin a group of
processes. When viewing the set of publisher and subscriber processes involved in an application
as such a group, processes receive many parasite messages regarding events of topics they are
not interested in. A breakdown of this group into smaller groups, corresponding each to a
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1A processpl is said to beinterestedin a topicTi, if pl either wants to publish an event of topicTi, or if pl has
subscribed toTi.
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topic, is already a much better approach, but nicely illustrates the difficulty of minimizing the
overhead of memory complexity when avoiding parasite messages. By mapping topicsarranged
in a hierarchyto groups, every group gathers either exactly (1) thepublishersof a topic, or (2)
thesubscribersof a topic. With (1), a subscriber for a topicTi has to become member not only
of the group representingTi, but also of every group representing a subtopic ofTi, and hence
moreover has to constantly listen for new subtopics ofTi. With (2), a publisher of a topicTi

has to publish these events not only within the group representingTi, but within every group
representing a supertopic ofTi, which increases the load on the publishers and makes of these
single points of failures. Performing selective gossiping based on messagecontents(and viewing
topics as a particular instance thereof), as in [5], might look like a viable alternative at first
glance. However, this approach makes it impossible to subdivide the overall set of publishers and
subscribers to reduce memory complexity without introducing parasite messages, i.e., without
forcing processes to participate in the dissemination of events beyond their own interests.

We present in this paper a completely decentralized multicast algorithm that isdata-aware
in the sense that it makes use of information about the hierarchical disposition of topics2 to
dynamically create groups of processes, according to their interests, and interconnect these
groups based on inclusion relations between topics. Published events are propagated within
every group in a gossip-based manner, and disseminated between groups following a bottom-up
approach imposed by the topic hierarchy. Thisdata-awareness, combined with an underlying
gossip-based membership technique (we consider the one of [10]), ensures the following very
interesting properties. (1) Each process which is interested in a topicTi, must only deal with a
memory complexity ofln(STi

)+cTi
+zTi

, whereSTi
denotes the number of processes which are

interested in the topicTi, without caring about any super- or subtopics. (2) The two constantscTi

andzTi
make it possible for the application to trade, for every topic of the hierarchy, the message

complexity of the dissemination with the reliability of this dissemination. (3) The number of
messages required for the publication of an event (i.e., message complexity) of topicTi grows
only in O(STmax

·ln(STmax
)), whereTmax denotes the (super-)topic ofTi with most subscribers.

(4) No parasite message is ever received (a process receives only events of topics it is interested
in). (5) No central server is relied upon (avoiding single points of failure and bottlenecks). In the
extreme case where no topic relationship information is available (or if there is only one topic
of interest in the system) ourdata-aware multicastalgorithm (daMulticastfor short) suffers no
degradation (in terms of reliability, memory complexity, and message complexity) with respect
to a traditional gossip-based membership algorithm (e.g., [1], [6], [10]).

The rest of the paper is organized as follows: Section II discusses related work. Section III
describes our model and the assumptions made in this paper. Section IV gives a brief overview
of our algorithm. Section V describes ourdaMulticast algorithm. Section VI analysis our
algorithm by comparing its behavior with alternative approaches, in terms of message and
memory complexity, as well as reliability. Section VII gives some simulation results of our
algorithm. Finally Section VIII draws several conclusions. Optionnal Appendix gives the full
mathematical analysis presented in Section VI.

II. RELATED WORK

A. The newsgroup propagation algorithm

NNTP (Network News Transfer Protocol, [8]) is the algorithm commonly used for dissem-
inating events in newsgroups. This algorithm takes into account the topics of the events sent
in the system to disseminate them to the right set of subscribers. However, in NNTP, each
publisher/subscriber must choose a server that will collect its publications/subscriptions. This
server ends up being a performance bottleneck and a single point of failure. In ourdaMulticast

2Which is anyway available in most publish/subscribe systems we know of.
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algorithm, no single process is responsible for collecting subscriptions or publications for
multiple different topics, and the propagation of events is done in a completely decentralized
manner.

B. Gossip-based algorithms

Various gossip-basedalgorithms, (e.g., [1], [11], [6], [10]) have been proposed in the liter-
ature. As pointed in the introduction, these offer good reliability while requiring only a total
number of messages in the order ofO(n · ln(n)) to disseminate an event in a group ofn
processes. They can thus be efficiently used to propagate events within subgroups representing
topics. By not taking into account relationships between topics, they incur, however, large
memory complexity overhead. The approach described in [7] exploitsoverlapsbetween the
groups of processes (when processes are parts of several groups) to limit the participation of a
process in gossiping events. This does not circumvent the issue of inclusion relations between
topics that motivated our approach, but is useful when processes are interested in many distinct
topics, and could hence be combined withdaMulticast. In Section VI we precisely compare
daMulticastwith different variants of gossip-based algorithms using analytical and simulation
results.

C. P2P multicast algorithms

Publish/subscribe interaction can also be built on “traditional” P2P unicast algorithms, e.g.,
Scribe [16] (on Pastry [15]) and HiCAN [14] (on CAN [13]). These algorithms are all based
on spanning trees and are sensitive to failures of processes located at the nodes of those
spanning trees. Even if those systems provide fault-tolerance mechanisms for replicating the
node processes, these are resource-consuming and the respective node processes must have
more bandwidth and processing power than “average” processes. Moreover, just like the above-
mentioned gossip-based approaches, none of these algorithms considers the hierarchical dispo-
sition of topics, leading to bad memory complexity and/or parasite messages.

D. Content-based systems

SIENA [2] and Gryphon [12] are two examples of Internet-scale event notification services
based on content-based routing mechanisms. None of them is really comparable with our
algorithm as, in our case, we limit the content involved in filtering to a single topic. In addition,
unlike in [2], [12], our algorithm does not rely on any network of dedicated application-
level routers (so-called “brokers”) used to achieve efficient content-based filtering. In [12],
process subscriptions are matched to IP multicast groups, which limits the applicability of the
dissemination to LANs. Furthermore, the maintenance and the creation of the matching between
interests and IP multicast groups must involve all processes and is maintained by a central server
(a single point of failure). In [2], the published events are routed from the more general filter
to the most specific one, meaning that brokers responsible for a general filter have plenty of
filtering to do. PMcast [5] aims at providing content-based publish/subscribe in a completely
decentralized manner and thus does not rely on a set of “brokers”. Processes are arranged into
a hierarchy to (1) reduce the memory complexity of each process and (2) to perform efficient
filtering without the help of brokers. However, the processes elected to accomplish the actual
filtering receive parasite messages and must be capable of handling a large number of events.

III. M ODEL

This section presents some basic elements underlying our algorithm.
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A. Topics and processes

A processpl is said to beinterestedin a topicTi (e.g., .dsn04.reviewers) if pl either wants
to publish an event of topicTi, or if pl has subscribed to topicTi. For presentation simplicity,
we assume that a process is interested in one topicTi in the topic hierarchy only (and as a
consequence to all subtopics ofTi). A processpl communicates with another processpm via
unreliable, i.e., best effort, channels and processes might crash and recover (a process that is
not crashed is said to be alive). We denote byΠTi

the group of all processes that are interested
in topic Ti. The root group is the group of processes interested in the root topic (i.e.,“.” ).
By misuse of language, we also denote byTi the group of processes interested inTi. The
number of processes in a group is denoted bySTi

which represents the cardinality ofΠTi
. The

direct supertopic ofTi is denoted bysuper(Ti). For instance, in.dsn04.reviewers, dns04is the
supertopic ofreviewers. Only the root topic has no supertopic. The depth of a topic hierarchy is
equal tot. In this paper, we talk aboutinclusionsof topics when a topicTa is a supertopic (direct
or not) ofTb (in this caseTa includesTb). Finally, we say thatpk (∈ ΠTj

) is a superprocessof
a processpl (∈ ΠTi

) if pk is interested in a topicTj that includesTi (in which pl is interested).

B. Notations

A published event of a specific topicTi is denoted byeTi
, and Ψl

Ti
denotes a group of

processes interested in topicTi knownby a processpl. By knownwe mean that processl can
communicate with each of the processes in the groupΨTi

. The nearest set of reachable processes
from a processpl is denoted byneighborhood(pl). The topic table for a specific topicTi of
a processpl, denoted byTablelTi

, contains information about processes interested inTi.3 The
supertopic tablefor a specific topicTi of a processl, denotedsTablelTi

, contains information
about processes interested insuper(Ti) or, if no process is interested insuper(Ti) (i.e., no
direct superprocess(es) exist(s)), information about processes interested in the next immediate
supertopic ofTi, according to the topic hierarchy level, that inducesTi.

IV. A LGORITHM OVERVIEW

We present here an overview of the main concepts underlyingdaMulticastbefore describing
it in more detail and analyzing its performance in subsequent sections.

A. Topic/group pattern

Consider the example of an event of topicTb published by a processpb, and another process
pa subscribing to topicTa, whereTa is the supertopic ofTb. As sketched previously, there are
two straightforward ways according to which an event of topicTb can be transmitted topa: (1)
a group is created for thepublishers of a topic(this is done for each topic and corresponds to
the dashed arrows in Figure 1); a subscriber (pa) of topic Ta becomes a member of the group
Ta and member of all the groups of the subtopics ofTa (in this caseTb). When an event of
topic Tb is published, this event is only disseminated in the groupTb. (2) A group is created for
the subscribers of a topic(this is also done for each topic and corresponds to the plain arrows
scenario of Figure 1); the subscriberpa for topic Ta becomes only a member of the groupTa

and when an event of topicTb is published, this event is disseminated in the groupTb and to all
the groups of all the supertopics ofTb. The first solution has the disadvantage to overload the
subscribers (they become members of many groups). The second solution has the disadvantage
to overload the publishers (they must publish in several groups). In our algorithm, we consider
an optimized variant of the second pattern to achieve a better load distribution (dotted arrows
of Figure 1).

3The difference betweenΨl
Ti

and TablelTi
resides in the fact thatΨl

Ti
is built upon a weekly consistent overlay

network and is used in the bootstrapping technique whileTablelTi
is built via the underlying membership algorithm

and is used in the dissemination of events.
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B. Process grouping and membership

Our algorithm takes into account the hierarchy of the topics to limit the membership informa-
tion a process must maintain. IndaMulticast, the processes are all put into groups representing
the topics they are interested in. These groups are created and maintained dynamically when
the processes join or leave the system. To join a group, a process goes through an initialization
phase. This phase is responsible for initializing the topic and the super topic tables for that
process. Those tables represent the only membership information a process must maintain for
any number of topics it is interested in, if those topics include one another. The topic table of
a processpl contains information about processes interested in the same topic aspl (let us say
Ti). The super topic table contains information about processes interested in the direct super
topic of Ti, super(Ti). If no process is interested insuper(Ti) (i.e., no direct super processes
are available), the super topic table contains information about processes interested in the first
topic, according to the topic hierarchy level, that inducesTi. Once the process has joined a
group, the underlying membership algorithm takes care of keeping the topic table up to date
(see SectionV-A.1). As soon as one process detects that its super topic table is outdated (i.e.
the information about the processes is not consistent anymore), it updates its super topic table
and disseminates the modifications to the other processes (see SectionV-A.2).

C. Event dissemination

The dissemination of an event is performed as shown in Figure 2. Namely, a processp1 sends
its events to at least one process,p2, from its super topic table and thenp1 gossips the event
to the processes (p3, p4) in its group. When a process (p2, p3 or p4) receives the event for the
first time, it gossips the event within its group and, with a certain probability, disseminates the
event to some process in its super topic table. As long as there is a supertopic with interested
processes, the event shifts up to the next supertopic group. When the event reaches the root
group, the processes receiving the event only gossip it in their group (as no super group exists).

Tb

Ta

eTb

eTb

eTb

eTb

pb publish(eTb
)

pa subscribe(Ta)

Fig. 1. Alternatives for publishing/receiving an event

Tb

Tc

Ta

p2

p3

p4p1

Tb

Tc

Ta

Topic hierarchy

Fig. 2. The dissemination of an event indaMulticast

V. THE ALGORITHM

We present here the two principal parts of ourdaMulticast algorithm. These are (1) the
management of membership information and, (2) the event dissemination scheme.

A. Membership

1) Membership tables:In daMulticast, the processes are all arranged into groups representing
the topics they are interested in. Thus, every process interested in a topicTi must maintain
information about other processes interested in the topicTi and the direct supertopicsuper(Ti).
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The identifiers (IDs) of processes interested inTi are stored in a topic table (TablelTi
). As pointed

out in Section I, we rely on an underlying gossip-based membership algorithm to populate
and maintain the consistency of this table. This underlying algorithm is the “flat” membership
algorithm presented in [10] which uses tables of size(bTi

+ 1)ln(STi
) (bTi

is a constant). The
second table (supertopic table,sTablelTi

) contains IDs of several processes interested in the
supertopic of the topic of interest.4 This table has a constant sizezTi

(see Section V-A.2).

Pa ∈ ΠTi

Pb ∈ ΠTi

Pc ∈ ΠTi

Pe ∈ ΠTi

Pd ∈ ΠTi

Topic Table

Pa ∈ Πsuper(Ti)

Pb ∈ Πsuper(Ti)

Pd ∈ Πsuper(Ti)

Pe ∈ Πsuper(Ti)

Super Topic Table

Fig. 3. Supertopic and topic table for a process interested in topicTi.

2) Linking topics and supertopics:If a process in the groupTi receives an event, it is
responsible for disseminating this event to other processes of that group. The events are also
disseminated to the processes interested in topicsuper(Ti), because events of topicTi are
also of topicsuper(Ti). The question here is how to make the link between the groupTi and
the groupsuper(Ti). This problem can be separated into two sub-problems: (1) creating links
between the different groups (Figure 4) and (2) keeping those links updated (Figure 6). Note
that these links should not be the same throughout the entire lifetime of the group, for the sake
of reliability and load-balancing.

a) Bootstrapping.: If a process that wants to join the system is provided with contacts
belonging to the groupsuper(Ti), then the link is established (lines 5–8, Figure 4). This
bootstrap mechanism is unfortunately not always feasible in dynamic systems. The second,
and widespread (cf. [15], [10]) possibility is for the process to ask, via an initialization message
specifying the topic of interest, other processes, about processes that are interested insuper(Ti),
and so on recursively until a process interested insuper(Ti) is found. This is done via a task
(FIND SUPER CONTACT, lines 14–28, Figure 4). As soon as a process is found, the supertopic
table can be initialized and theFIND SUPER CONTACT task can be stopped (lines 31–32,
Figure 4). Of course, it may happen that no such process exists. In this case, a new initialization
message is sent through theFIND SUPER CONTACT task, with two topics of interests:super(Ti)
and super(super(Ti)). If no process has been found after some timeout period, the scope of
the search is enlarged by adding, to the initialization message, the supertopic of the previous
topic of interest, and so on until the root topic is contained in the initialization message
(lines 19–27, Figure 4). As soon as a process interested in one of the topics specified in
the initialization message is found, the supertopic table is initialized with this process. The
FIND SUPER CONTACT task is stopped only if the process found is interested insuper(Ti)
(lines 31–33, Figure 4), otherwise, the search continues, but is narrowed to the topic found and
its subtopics (line 34, Figure 4). Figure 4 presents the pseudo-code for this part of the algorithm.
Note that once a process has an initialized supertopic table, this information is disseminated,
using the updates of the underlying membership algorithm, to the other processes of the group.
The aim of disseminating the supertopic table, together with the membership algorithm, is
to reduce the number of messages during the initialization. This optimization also reduces
the number of messages disseminated to the supergroup. When a process receives a message
containing a supertopic table, the process merges that information with its own supertopic table

4It may happen that the supertopic table does not contain IDs of processes interested in the direct supertopic of
the topic of interest. See Section V-A.2 for a complete explanation.
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(lines 6–9, Figure 6).5 The dissemination of supertopic tables is not reported in the pseudo-code
as it is part of the updates of the underlying membership algorithm. Note that this bootstrapping
technique and algorithm relies here only on a weekly consistent global membership. A consistent
overlay network ([15], [13]) would also make it easier to find processes interested in a specific
topic.

b) Maintaining supertopic tables.:Each process, with a probability ofpsel
Ti

(see Section V-
B for a precise definition of this probability)6, tries to find out if the processes in its supertopic
table are alive (lines 16–23, Figure 6)7. If the number of superprocesses that are alive is smaller
than a certain thresholdτ (0 ≤ τ ≤ zTi

), then the process asks all alive processes in its supertopic
table to provide it with information (identifiers) aboutzTi

− τ “new” processes belonging to the
supergroup (lines 19–21, Figure 6). This information is then disseminated using the underlying
gossip-based algorithm. When an event is published, only one process needs to disseminate this
event to some other process of its supergroup; hence the constant size (zTi

) of the supertopic
table. It may happen that no direct superprocess is available. In this case, the task used during
the initialization (FIND SUPER CONTACT) is restarted (lines 12–14, Figure 6).

B. Dissemination

Assuming that the membership has been successfully initialized, a process willing to dissem-
inate an event of topicTi proceeds as follows: the event is disseminated (1) to the processes of
its supertopic table and (2) to the processes of its topic table. The superprocess dissemination
(1) can be summarized as follows: with a probabilitypsel

Ti
= gTi

STi

(1 ≤ gTi
≤ STi

, wheregTi

represents the number of processes that will try to contact processes that are in the supertopic
table of the process, see Section VII), a process decides to take part in the dissemination of
the event to the processes in its supertopic table (the process elects itself to do so, line 3 of
Figure 7). If a process decides to act as link for a given event, the process sends the event to
each of processes present in its supertopic table with probabilitypa

Ti
= aTi

zTi

(1 ≤ aTi
≤ zTi

,
whereaTi

determines the number of processes in the supertopic table that will receive the event,
see Section VII, lines 4–6, Figure 7). The parameteraTi

can be set according to the average
probability of successful transmission. The three parametersgTi

, aTi
andzTi

let the application
choose between the overall reliability of the algorithm and the total number of events sent
between the groups of processes. The dissemination of the events to the processes in the group
of a process (2) can be summarized as follows: the process sends the event toln(STi

) + cTi

processes, randomly selected in its topic table (lines 9–14, Figure 7). When receiving a new
event for the first time, the processes (of either the supergroup or the group in which the
event was initially published) forward the event using the dissemination algorithm (lines 5–10,
Figure 5). Figure 2 illustrates the dissemination of an event indaMulticast.

VI. A NALYSIS

We discuss the scalability of our algorithm with respect to message complexity and the
amount of membership knowledge each process must store (i.e., memory complexity). We then
analyze the overall reliability of our algorithm, and finally compare our algorithm with three
alternative approaches. For the sake of readability, we do not give here the complete analysis
development, the reader interested in details can refer to the Appendix Section.

5The MERGE function consists in keeping the “favorite” superprocesses in the table and replacing the failed ones
with the fresh ones obtained with the membership messages.

6The sel in psel
Ti

stands for selected.
7The CHECK function consists in returning the total number of processes that are alive in the supertopic table.

The detection of alive processes is done via timeouts.
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SUPER TOPIC TABLE INITIALIZATION ALGORITHM exe-
cuted by allpl ∈ ΠTi

1: initMsg = ∅
2: {Done only the first time the message is received}
3: {Tx includesTi}
4: upon RECEIVE(REQCONTACT,pl,initMsg) by pm ∈ ΠTx

from pl do
5: if Ψm

initMsg 6= ∅ then
6: SEND(ANSCONTACT,Ψm

initMsg) to pl

7: RETURN

8: end if
9: {We try to find a contact up to a certain timeout}

10: if initMsg has not expiredthen
11: SEND(REQCONTACT,pl,initMsg) to neighborhood(pm)
12: end if
13: end upon

14: {executed each time a timeout occurs, if started}
15: task FIND SUPER CONTACT

16: {A contact is known}
17: if contact knownthen
18: add the contact tosTablelTi
19: else
20: {done at the first time}
21: if initMsg = ∅ then
22: initMsg = Ti

23: else
24: addsuper(initMsg[initMsg.length]) to initMsg
25: end if
26: SEND(REQCONTACT,pl,initMsg) to neighborhood(pl)
27: end if
28: end

29: {Tx includesTi}
30: upon RECEIVE(ANSCONTACT,Ψm

initMsg) by pl from pm ∈
ΠTx do

31: if Tx == Ti then
32: stop FIND SUPER CONTACT

33: else
34: remove allTj in initMsg that includeTx

35: end if
36: sTablelTi

= MERGE(sTablelTi
,Ψm

initMsg)
37: end upon

Fig. 4. Initialization algorithm used to find processes
interested in topicTx that includesTi.

SUBSCRIPTIONdone bypl ∈ ΠTi

1: function SUBSCRIBE(Ti) by pl
2: Start membership algorithm forTi if not already done
3: Start maintain links algorithm forsuper(Ti) if not already

done
4: end

RECEPTIONdone bypm ∈ TablelTi
, px ∈ sTablelTi

5: function RECEIVE(eTi
) by pm, px

6: if eTi
not receivedthen

7: DISSEMINATE(eTi
)

8: deliver eTi
to the application

9: end if
10: end

Fig. 5. Subscription/Reception algorithm.

MAINTAIN LINKS ALGORITHM executed by allpl ∈ ΠTi

1: {Tx inducesTi}
2: upon RECEIVE(NEWPROCESS,pl) by pm ∈ ΠTx from pl do
3: {The superprocess sends a set of available superprocesses

to pl}
4: SEND(NEWPROCESS,Ψm

Tx
) to pl

5: end upon

6: upon RECEIVE(NEWPROCESS,Ψm
Tx

) by pl from pm ∈ ΠTx

do
7: {The supertopic table is updated}
8: sTablelTi

= MERGE(sTablelTi
,Ψm

Tx
)

9: end upon

10: {executed repeatedly}
11: task KEEP TABLE UPDATED

12: if sTablelTi
== ∅ then

13: start FIND SUPER CONTACT

14: else
15: {Test for some processes if their supe processes are up}
16: if RAND() ≥ psel

Ti
then

17: {If the total number of processes up is below a certain
threshold, we send a message to the superprocesses
that are
up to receive new fresh membership information}

18: if CHECK(sTablelTi
) ≤ τ then

19: for all py that are up∈ sTablelTi
do

20: SEND(NEWPROCESS,pl) to py
21: end for
22: end if
23: end if
24: end if
25: end

Fig. 6. Algorithm used to maintain the link between a
groupTi and a groupTx, Tx includesTi.

DISSEMINATE done bypl ∈ ΠTi

1: function DISSEMINATE(eTi
) by pl

2: SUBSCRIBE(Ti)
3: if RAND()≥ psel

Ti
then

4: for all py ∈ sTablelTi
do

5: with probability pa
Ti

SEND(eTi
) to py

6: end for
7: end if
8: Ω = ∅
9: for (j=0;j≤log(STi

)+cTi
;j++) do

10: {Send the message randomly to processes in our
group}

11: select randomly a processpy ∈ TablelTi
−Ω

12: SEND(eTi
) to py

13: addpy to Ω
14: end for
15: end

Fig. 7. Dissemination algorithm.
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A. Assumptions

We consider a topicTi (here,i ∈ N∗) that has a supertopicsuper(Ti) = Ti−1, which itself
has also a supertopicsuper(super(Ti)) = Ti−2, and so on recursively until the root topicT0.
The maximal number of levels in the topic hierarchy ist, and the bottom-most topic isTt. We
assume in the analysis that each group representing a topic contains at least one process.8

B. Message complexity

We determine the total number of events sent in the system with our algorithm. First, in
group Ti, all processes receive an event that is disseminated, in the ideal case (according to
[3], cf. also [10]). Moreover, each process sendsln(STi

) + cTi
events (to every process in the

view of topic Ti). The overall number of events sent in the groupTi is thus upper bounded by
STi
·(ln(STi

)+cTi
). In Ti, several processes additionally disseminate the events to the processes

of the supertopic. The number of events sent from one groupTi, to the next supergroupTi−1

is: nbSuperMsg= STi
· psel

Ti
· pa

Ti
· zTi

· psucc
Ti

.
This corresponds to the average sum of events sent by the processes ofTi (STi

), which have
decided to act as links (psel

Ti
), to the processes chosen (pa

Ti
) within those from the supergroup

(zTi
) and effectively received (psucc

Ti
)9. The total number of events sent from the groupTi all

the way up to the group of processes interested in the root topic, is then:
∑0

i=t(STi
· (ln(STi

)+
cTi

)) +
∑0

i=t−1(STi
· psel

Ti
· pa

Ti
· psucc

Ti
· zTi

).
There are two sums because the processes interested in the root topic do not need to dissem-

inate events to any higher level. In the worst case (in terms of message complexity), the values
for psel

Ti
, pa

Ti
andpsucc

Ti
are equal to 1. We also upper bound the equation byzmax (wherezmax

represents the maximal value for allzTi
), by STmax

(which denotes the number of processes
in the biggest groupTmax corresponding to the topic with the most subscribers) and bycmax

(wherecmax denotes the maximal value for allcTi
). As STmax

> 1, we can upper bound the
equation again (byln(STmax

)): maxNbMsgSent≤ t · STmax
· (ln(STmax

) + cmax) + t · STmax
·

ln(STmax
) · zmax ≤ t · STmax

· ln(STmax
) · (1 + cmax + zmax). As t can be upper bound by a

constant, we have:maxNbMsgSent∈ O(STmax
· ln(STmax

)). Of course this message complexity
holds iff t is constant (otherwisemaxNbMsgSent∈ O(t · STmax

· ln(STmax
))), which is not a

limiting hypothesis.

C. Memory complexity

In the pattern we consider, i.e., where topics include one another, each process interested in
a topic must maintain two tables. The only exception is for the processes interested in the root
topic: these must take care of one table only. The size of the topic table depends logarithmically
upon the number of processes interested in the topic. The supertopic table is of sizezTi

, which
is constant. The number of membership tables depends neither on the number of supertopics
of a topic of interest, nor on the number of its subtopics. The memory complexity of every
process is:ln(STi

) + cTi
≤ totalMbInfo≤ ln(STi

) + cTi
+ zTi

.

D. Reliability

By reliability we mean here the probability thateveryprocess interested in topicTi receives a
given event published forTi. According to [3], if all the processes interested in the same topicTi

disseminate an event toln(STi
)+ cTi

processes (wherecTi
is a constant for the groupTi), then

8This is required for measuring message complexity and reliability.
9This probability depends on the availability of the processes together with the reliability of the links. For the

sake of generality, we have decided to make this probability depend on the topic to be able to simulate weekly
interconnected groups.
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the probability that every process interested inTi receives the event ise−e
−cTi . The worst case

is when the events must be disseminated at all levels of the topic hierarchy (i.e., in thet levels).
This case occurs when an event is of the bottom-most topic and hence must be disseminated
up to the group of processes interested in the root topic. This is the worst case because it sums
the sensitive passing between topics and supertopics over the established links. This means
that, to receive the event,all groups corresponding (recursively) to subtopics of the topic of
that event must see their respective members receive the event, and must successfully relay the
event to their respective supergroups. Before giving the overall reliability ofdaMulticast, we
first introduce the number of processessusceptibleto send an event from one groupTi to its
supergroup:nbSuscProcTi

= STi
· psel

Ti
· πTi

. We denote byπTi
the proportion of processes that

actually receive the event through the underlying gossip algorithm for a groupTi (cf. [4]) and
hence are able to propagate the event tosuper(Ti). The probability that no event is received by
a member ofsuper(Ti) can now be calculated based on the number of susceptible processes

(nbSuscProcTi
): pbNoIntGrpMsgTi

= (1− psucc
Ti

)nbSuscProcTi
·pa

Ti
·zTi . We recall here thatpsucc

Ti

is the probability that an event sent from one group of processes is received in the supergroup and
for the definition of the other values, we refer to Section V. The probability of the propagation
of the message to a supergroup is:pitTi

= 1− pbNoIntGrpMsgTi
. In this case, the probability

that all processes belonging to a groupTj receive the event is:

reliability =
j∏

i=t

(e−e
−cTi · pitTi

) (1)

.
The first term of the reliability equation (i.e.,e−e

−cTi ) comes from the underlying membership
algorithm. It determines the reliability of the dissemination of an event of topicTi in the group
Ti and we can tunecTi

to choose between the reliability of the dissemination in the groupTi and
the message complexity of this dissemination. The second term of the reliability equation (i.e.,
pitTi

) comes from the specificity ofdaMulticast (i.e., “data-awareness”) as presented earlier.
Interestingly, we can tune this parameter (viapsel

Ti
, pa

Ti
andzTi

) to trade between the reliability
of the dissemination between a groupTi and its supergroup, and the number of messages sent
between these groups.

E. Comparisons with other algorithms

In this section, we comparedaMulticastwith three a priori relevant alternative approaches
we know of: (a) gossip-based broadcast, (b) gossip-based multicast and (c) hierarchical gossip-
based broadcast. For fairness, all approaches use the same underlying membership algorithm
(i.e., the one of [10]). According to approach (a), each time an event must be sent, it is broadcast
in the entire system. This makes use of membership tables of sizeln(n) + c, as explained in
[3]. According to approach (b), the process has one membership table for every topic of interest
(this is the approach where a group is created for the publishers of a topic, see Section IV-
A). This approach is commonly used in several algorithms ([10], [1], [11]) and these do not
take into account the topic inclusion relationships of the events. Approach (c) corresponds to
the “hierarchical” technique presented in [10]. The basic idea is to createsmall subgroups
(that do not depend on the interests of the processes in each group) and connect these groups to
reduce the overall memory complexity. The system is split in two levels. The first level contains
groups of processes that exchange events between them (intra group events). The second level
is responsible for propagating the events between the groups. We refer the reader to [10] for the
membership table size of this algorithm. Our comparisons focus on: (1) the message complexity
of the algorithms, (2) the memory complexity of the algorithms and (3) the overall reliability
of the algorithms.
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1) Message complexity:The message complexity isO(STmax
· ln(STmax

)) for all algorithms
except for the gossip-based broadcast which has a message complexity ofO(n · ln(n)).10 In
other words, enhancing a gossip-based membership algorithm withdaMulticastdoes not hamper
its overall message complexity performance.

2) Memory complexity:
Gossip-based broadcast (a):An event is disseminated to all the processes in the system. Thus

every process has one membership table only, but this table is of sizeln(n) + c, wheren
represents the number of all the processes in the system (andn� STmax

).
Gossip-based multicast (b):Every process must maintain a membership table for each topic it

is interested in. With a maximum oft levels in a topic hierarchy, and assuming that each
subtopic has exactly one supertopic (except the root), a process must deal with at mostt
tables. As each table is of sizeln(STi

) + cTi
, the total memory complexity of each process

is:
∑j

i=t(ln(STi
) + cTi

).
Hierarchical gossip-based broadcast (c):Each process maintains two membership tables: one

for disseminating the events to the processes that are randomly selected to “represent” their
group, and a second membership table to disseminate events in the group itself. The first table
has a size ofln(N) + c2 and the second table has a size ofln(m) + c1, whereN represents
the total number of groups (i.e., topics) andm is the number of processes inside a group. So
each process has a memory complexity of:ln(m) + c1 + ln(N) + c2.
As shown in Section VI, the maximal number of membership tables indaMulticast, is 2 (and

1 if the process is interested in the root topic). This number does not depend upon the number
of topics a process is interested in, when these include one another. If we try to compare our
algorithm with the gossip-based broadcast one (i.e., (a)), the number of tables is just majored
by one, which can be neglected given the huge gain obtained withdaMulticastby avoiding any
parasite messages. Finally, the memory complexity for a process in groupTi is ln(STi

)+cTi
+zTi

in daMulticast. This means that the memory complexity of a process is always smaller in our
algorithm than in the other algorithms.

3) Reliability:
Gossip-based broadcast (a):With the memory complexity presented in Section VI-E.2, the

reliability is: e−e−c

.
Gossip-based multicast (b):With the memory complexity presented in Section VI-E.2, the re-

liability is:
∏j

i=t e−e
−cTi .

Hierarchical gossip-based broadcast (c):As explained in Section VI-E.2, the reliability is (see
[10] for a complete analysis):e−Ne−c1−e−c2 .
As shown in Section VI-D, the reliability of our algorithm is

∏j
i=t(e

−e
−cTi · pitTi

). In
comparison with other algorithms, the probability thatall processes receive an event is smaller
with our algorithm, in the general case, especially for the processes interested in the root topic.11

This comes from the fact that, indaMulticast, the reliability depends on the event propagation
between groups. However, is it possible to tune this and achieve, in specific cases, the same
reliability as other algorithms:12

Gossip-based broadcast (a): daMulticastachieves the same reliability as (a) when0 ≤ c ≤
−ln(−t · ln(pit)). Here c denotes the constant used to determine the number of processes
to disseminate events to in the gossip-based broadcast algorithm (e.g.,ln(n) + c), see the
Appendix Section. In this case, the memory complexity of our algorithm is smaller than the

10See the Appendix Section for a complete analysis.
11If we considered theaveragenumber of processes that receive an event, we would have a much better result

(because we would make an average over the reliability of each group instead of a multiplication).
12For the sake of simplicity, we consider in the following of this analysis the average case, i.e., where, for every

Ti, zTi is z, STi is ST andpitTi
is pit.
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memory complexity of the broadcast algorithm iff:z ≤ ln(n) + ln(1 + t · ec · ln(pit)) −
ln(ST )− ln(t).

Gossip-based multicast (b): daMulticastachieves the same reliability as (b) when0 ≤ c ≤
−ln(−ln(pit)). Here,c denotes the constant used to determine the number of processes to
disseminate events to in the gossip-based multicast algorithm (e.g.,ln(STi

)+cTi
, where allcTi

are the same and equal toc), see the Appendix Section. In this case, the memory complexity of
our algorithm is smaller than the memory complexity of the gossip-based multicast algorithm
iff: z≤ (t− 1) · (ln(ST ) + c) + ln(1 + ec · ln(pit)).

Hierarchical gossip-based broadcast (c): daMulticastachieves the same reliability as (c) when
−ln( t·(1−ln(pit))

N+1 ) ≤ c ≤ −ln(−t·ln(pit)
N+1 ). Here c denotes the constant used to determine the

number of processes to disseminate events to in the hierarchical algorithm, see the Appendix
Section. In this case, the memory complexity of our algorithm is smaller than the memory
complexity iff: z≤ c + ln(N) + ln(N + 1 + t · ec · ln(pit))− ln(t).

VII. S IMULATION

We present in this section simulation results ofdaMulticast, conveying our claims of reliability
and scalability, and confirming the previous analytical evaluation.

A. Setting

The number of levelst in the topic hierarchy is set to 3 (T0, T1, T2 and super(T2) = T1,
super(T1) = T0, T0 being the root group). The number of subscribers,STi

, is 1000 forT2, 100
for T1 and 10 forT0. bTi

(determines the size of the topic table ((bTi
+1)ln(STi

)), is set to 3 for
all groups. The number of processes any event is disseminated to,cTi

(used inln(STi
) + cTi

)
is equal to 5 for all groups.gTi

(determinespsel
Ti

, the probability that a process elects itself
to send events to the supergroup) is set to 5 for all groups. The number of processes,aTi

,
chosen in the supertopic table to disseminate the event in the supergroup, is equal to 1 for all
groups. The size of the supertopic table,zTi

, is equal to 3 for all groups. The probability for an
event to be received is set to an arbitrary value of 0.85, to simulate unreliable, i.e. best effort,
channels. The probability for a process to be failed varies. In the simulation, the membership
tables (topic table and supertopic table) of a process are determined statically. These tables are
initialized at the beginning of the simulation and do not change, during the entire simulation.
Pessimistically, we assume that the membership algorithm does not “replace” a failed process,
and that these fail at the very beginning (except for results in Figure 11, see below). Note that the
events disseminated in the simulation belong to topicT2. Our simulator written inC# simulates
synchronous gossip rounds among processes in a Windows task. For doing the simulation we
use a Pentium 4, 2.6GHz, 512MBytes of RAM on Windows 2000 SP3.

B. Results

Figure 8 depicts the maximal number of events sent within a group according to the number
of processes having failed (here the state of a process (alive/failed) is set at the beginning of the
simulation and does not change throughout the simulation; we depict the dynamic case later).
The message complexity is of an order ofSTi

· ln(STi
) as expected. We can also notice that a

good reliability is achieved despite process failures.
Figure 9 depicts the number of events sent from groupT2 to T1, and fromT1 to T0 respectively.

We can conclude that even if almost half of the processes fail, at least one event is sent to the
group of processes interested in the supertopic. This is enough for disseminating the event to
the upper groups.

Figure 10 depicts the probability for all processes to receive an event according to the
percentage of processes having failed. Not surprisingly, the reception probability depends on the
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Fig. 9. Number of intergroup events.

overall probability of a process having failed. Of course, the reliability is smaller for processes
interested inT0 as the reception of an event of topicT2, by the groupT0, depends on the
success of the dissemination of this event in the groupT2 andT1.

Figure 11 depicts the same results as Figure 10, except that now a process can appear to
be failed for a process while appearing alive for another one (to simulate a weekly consistent
membership algorithm). We achieve a much better reliability for a weakly connected system
than in the preceding scenario (Figure 10). To achieve better reliability, we can easily adjust
zTi

, pa
Ti

andgTi
.
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Fig. 10. Reliability (stillborn processes).
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Fig. 11. Reliability (dynamically failed processes).

VIII. C ONCLUDING REMARKS

This paper presentsdaMulticast, an algorithm that adapts the traditional gossip-based mem-
bership approach to support hierarchical peer-to-peer topic-based publish/subscribe system. Our
algorithm limits the membership information each process must maintain with regard to the
topics it has subscribed to, does not introduce any single point of failure, and prevents processes
from receiving events they have not subscribed to. In this paper we tackled the case where a
topic has only one direct supertopic, mainly for presentation simplicity. Multiple supertopics (i.e.,
multiple inheritance) could be easily supported by either adapting the membership algorithm or
by adding a supertopic table for each supertopic. Neither would hamper the overall performance
of the algorithm.
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APPENDIX

We give here the full developments leading to the results presented in Section VI. The
complete analysis is given for (1) the message complexity of each algorithm and (2), the size of
the super topic table tuned indaMulticastto achieve the same reliability as the other algorithms.

1) Message complexity:
a) Gossip-based multicast:For a process interested in the top-most topic, the total mem-

bership information:

totalMbInfo=
0∑

i=t

(ln(STi
) + cTi

) (2)

If a process wants to publish an event, the total number of disseminated events is:

nbMsgSent=
0∑

i=t

STi
(ln(STi

) + cTi
) (3)

If we upper bound equation (3) bySTmax
andcmax we have then:

(3) ≤ t · STmax
· (ln(STmax

) + cmax) (4)

As STmax
> 1, cmax is a constant andt can be upper bounded by a constant, we have:

maxNbMsgSent∈ O(STmax
ln(STmax

)) (5)
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b) Gossip-based broadcast:The total membership information each process has is given
by:

totalMbInfo= (ln(n) + c) (6)

This means that the total number of events sent is:

nbMsgSent= n · (ln(n) + c) (7)

As n > 1 and asc is a constant, we have:

maxNbMsgSent∈ O(nln(n)) (8)

c) Hierarchical gossip-based broadcast:The total membership information each process
has is given by (whereN denotes the number ofsmall groups andm the number of processes
in each group):

totalMbInfo= ln(N) + c1 + ln(m) + c2 (9)

The total number of events sent in the system is:

nbMsgSent= N ·m(ln(N) + ln(m) + c1 + c2) (10)

If we upper bound equation (10) bySTmax
, we have:

nbMsgSent≤ NSTmax
(ln(N) + ln(STmax

) + c1 + c2) (11)

And if N < STmax
:

nbMsgSent≤ NSTmax
(ln(STmax

) + ln(STmax
) + c1 + c2) (12)

c1, c2 are constants and, we upper boundN by a constant (same assumptions as the one for
t) we have:

maxNbMsgSent∈ O(STmax
ln(STmax

)) (13)

2) Trading membership with reliability:
a) Gossip-based multicast:For our algorithm to have the same reliability than in the

gossip-based multicast algorithm, we must have:

j∏
i=t

(e−e
−c1Ti · pitTi

) =
j∏

i=t

e−e
−c2Ti (14)

And in the worst casej = 0, because our algorithm has the worst performance when a
process is interested in the top most topic. This means that (14)⇔

e
∑0

i=t −e
−c1Ti

0∏
i=t

pitTi
= e

∑0
i=t −e

−c2Ti ⇔
0∑

i=t

e
−c1Ti − ln(

0∏
i=t

pitTi
) =

0∑
i=t

e
−c2Ti (15)

If we assume (for simplification) that all thec1Ti
are equal toc1, all c2Ti

are equal toc, and
all pitTi

are equal topit, we have then (15)⇔

e−c1 − ln(pit) = e−c ( 1© 2©)⇔ ln(e−c1) = ln(e−c + ln(pit))⇔ c1 = c− ln(1+ ecln(pit)) (16)
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With the following conditions:

• 1© ⇔ e−c + ln(pit) > 0, otherwise the equivalence in (16) does not hold. This means
that e−c > −ln(pit) ⇔ c < −ln(−ln(pit)). We can have the equivalence here between
the two terms becauseln(pit) is always less then 0 aspit is always less or equal to 1
(remember thatpit is a probability; in 3© we show what happens whenpit is equal to 1).

• 2© c1 must be greater or equal to 0, this means thatln(e−c + ln(pit)) ≤ 0 ⇔ e−c ≤
1− ln(pit)⇔ c ≥ −ln(1− ln(pit)) (we can have the equivalence if1− ln(pit) > 0 which
is always the case, becausee > pit). But 1− ln(pit) ≥ 1 as0 ≤ pit ≤ 1, which means that
−ln(1 − ln(pit)) ≤ 0. In other terms, this means that the conditionc ≥ 0 encompasses
the conditionc ≥ −ln(1− ln(pit)).

• 3© In the case ofpit = 1 this means that, according to (14) thatc1 == c.

From 1©, 2© and 3©, it is clear we can setc1 with respect toc if and only if 0 ≤ c ≤
−ln(−ln(pit)). If the previous property does not hold, we cannot setc1 in daMulticastto have
the same reliability as in the gossip-based multicast algorithm. This means that ifc does not
satisfy the previous property, no matter the size of the super topic table of our algorithm, it is
not possible to achieve the same reliability. However, ifc satisfies the property, we can replace
c1 with its value depending onc in the ln(STi

) + c1 + zTi
equation (remember that allc1Ti

are
equal toc1) and this leads to (to simplify we assume that allSTi

= ST , that allzTi
= z, which

corresponds to the average case):

ln(ST ) + c− ln(1 + ecln(pit)) + z
?
≤

0∑
i=t

(ln(ST ) + c) (17)

⇔

ln(ST ) + c− ln(1 + ecln(pit)) + z
?
≤ t(ln(ST ) + c) (18)

The total membership information of our algorithm is smaller than the total membership
information of the gossip-based multicast algorithm iff:

z≤ (t− 1)(ln(ST ) + c) + ln(1 + ecln(pit)) (19)

Remember that the upper equation holds only for values ofz that are greater than 0 (ifz is
less or equal to 0, no dissemination can be made to the upper levels and hence there is no point
in trying to compare the different algorithms).

b) Gossip-based broadcast:For our algorithm to have the same reliability as in the gossip-
based broadcast algorithm, we must have:

j∏
i=t

(e−e
−c1Ti · pitTi

) = e−e−c

(20)

In the worst case,j = 0, because our algorithm has the worst performance when a process
is interested in the top most topic. From (20) it follows that:

e
∑0

i=t −e
−c1Ti

0∏
i=t

pitTi
= e−e−c ⇔

0∑
i=t

e
−c1Ti − ln(

0∏
i=t

pitTi
) = e−c (21)

If we assume (for simplification purpose) that allc1Ti
are equal toc1, and allpitTi

are equals
to pit, we have then (21)⇔
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e−c1−ln(pit) =
e−c

t

( 1©)⇔ ln(e−c1) = ln(
e−c + tln(pit)

t
)

( 2©)⇔ c1 = ln(
1

e−c + tln(pit)
)+ln(t)

(22)
⇔

c1 = c− ln(1 + tecln(pit)) + ln(t) (23)

With the following conditions:

• 1© ⇔ e−c+tln(pit)
t > 0 and ast ≥ 1, this implies thate−c + tln(pit) > 0 ⇔ c <

−ln(−tln(pit)).
• 2© We wantc1 to be greater or equal to 0, this means thatln( e−c+tln(pit)

t ) ≤ 0 ⇔ e−c +
tln(pit) ≤ t ⇔ 3© c ≥ −ln(t(1 − ln(pit))). As 1 − ln(pit) > 0 and ast ≥ 1 (see

3©), condition 2© implies−ln(t(1 − ln(pit))) ≤ 0. This means thatc ≥ 0 encompasses
c ≥ −ln(t(1− ln(pit))).

• 3© This equation holds only ift(1− ln(pit)) > 0 which is always the case, ast ≥ 1 and
as0 ≤ pit ≤ 1.

From 1©, 2© and 3© we can setupc1 with respect toc if and only if 0 ≤ c ≤ −ln(−tln(pit)). If
the previous property does not hold, we cannot setc1 in daMulticastto have the same reliability
of the gossip-based broadcast algorithm. This means that ifc does not satisfies the previous
property, no matter what the size of the super topic table is indaMulticast, it is not possible
to achieve the same reliability. However, ifc satisfies the property, we can replacec1 with its
value depending inc in the ln(STi

) + c1 + si equation (remember that allc1Ti
are equal toc1)

and this leads to (to simplify we assume that allSTi
= ST , that allzTi

= z, which corresponds
to the average case):

ln(ST ) + c− ln(1 + tecln(pit)) + ln(t) + z
?
≤ ln(n) + c (24)

The total membership information of our algorithm is smaller then the total membership
information of the gossip-based broadcast algorithm iff:

z≤ ln(n) + ln(1 + tecln(pit))− ln(ST )− ln(t) (25)

So in order to have a gain,ln(1 + tecln(pit)) must tend to its maximum (which is 0) and
ln(n) > ln(ST ) + ln(t).

c) Hierarchical gossip-based broadcast:For our algorithm to have the same reliability
than in hierarchical gossip-based broadcast algorithm, we must have:

j∏
i=t

(e−e
−c1Ti · pitTi

) = e−Ne−c1−e−c2 (26)

In the worst case,j = 0, because our algorithm has the worst performance when a process
is interested in the top most topic. Moreover if we assume (again for simplicity purpose) that
all c1Ti

are the same (equal tocT ), all pitTi
are the same and equal topit and thatc1 = c2 = c

we have:

e
∑0

i=t −e−cT
pitt = e−(N+1)e−c ⇔ te−cT−tln(pit) = (N+1)e−c ⇔ e−cT =

(N + 1)e−c + tln(pit)
t

( 1©)⇔
(27)
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cT = −ln(
(N + 1)e−c + tln(pit)

t
)

( 2©)⇔ cT = ln(t) + c− ln(tecln(pit) + N + 1) (28)

With the following conditions:

• 1© ⇔ (N+1)e−c+tln(pit)
t > 0 and ast ≥ 1, this implies that(N + 1)e−c + tln(pit) > 0 ⇔

c < −ln(−tln(pit)
N+1 ).

• 2© We wantcT to be greater or equal to 0, this means thatln( (N+1)e−c+tln(pit)
t ) ≤ 0 ⇔

(N + 1)e−c + tln(pit) ≤ t ⇔ e−c ≤ t(1−ln(pit))
N+1 ⇔ c ≥ −ln( t(1−ln(pit))

N+1 ) (as t andN are
greater then 0 and as0 ≤ pit ≤ 1).

From 1© and 2©, we can setupcT with respect toc if and only if −ln( t(1−ln(pit))
N+1 ) ≤ c ≤

−ln(−tln(pit)
N+1 ). If the previous property does not hold, we cannot setcT in daMulticastto have

the same reliability than in the hierarchical gossip-based broadcast algorithm. However, ifcT

satisfies the property, we can replacecT with its value depending inc in the ln(STi
)+ cT + zTi

equation (remember that allc1Ti
are equal tocT ) and this leads to (to simplify we assume that

all STi
= ST , that all zTi

= z, which corresponds to the average case):

−ln(N + 1 + tecln(pit)) + ln(t) + z
?
≤ ln(N) + c (29)

In this case, the total membership information of our algorithm is smaller then the total
membership information of the hierarchical gossip-based broadcast algorithm iff:

z≤ c + ln(N) + ln(N + 1 + tecln(pit))− ln(t) (30)


